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I.
THE COirSTRtTCMOir OF CONCRETE- STEEI SUBWAYS IN CHICAGO.
INTRODUCTION
Scope of J3ubject. This paper aims to treat the subject of
concrete- oeel subways by taking the various operations in the con-
struction of a subway in their consecutive order of execution and
discussing each with respect to the different methods employed, the
material used, the advantages of different designs, and, as far as
possible, the cost. The designs which will be discussed are those
in common use by the different railroads for their track elevation
work in the city of Chicago. They are, as the title implies, a com-
bination of concrete and steel construction which has "been found to
be the cheapest for the most satisfactory subways.
The methods employed are the ones which are used with modern
machinery and have been found to give the best results. ^he cost
data is based on the market quotations and wage scale for the summer
of 1911.
Location o f Work. The location of the work at which nearly
all of the notes were taken and observations made lies in the so-
called Calumet district of the city of Chicago. This consists of
the territory around the Calumet F.iver and Calumet Lake from seven
to fourteen miles south of the central portion of Chicago. The
several railroads elevating tracks in this vicinity are given below:
The Chicago, Hock Island and Pacific,
The New York Central Lines,
The Pennsylvania Lines,
The Chicago, Western Indiana and Belt Railway Co.,
The Baltimore and Ohio,
The Illinois Central.
J

2.
The writer was employed on the subway work of the Chicago,
western Indiana and Belt Railway Co., and consequently the more de-
tailed notes were taken on the work of that railroad. This company
was elevating its tracks from the crossing at Stony Island Avenue
"between 93rd and 95th streets east to the crossing at 95th street
and South Chicago Avenue. This stretch of track includes an eight-
een- track switch yard about one mile long. Subways were con.° true ted
under these tracks at points specified by the city. Special notes
were mostly taken on this stretch of track, while general observa-
tions were made on the subways of all the railroads elevating in this
district.
Relation of Track Elevation to Subway Construction. Since
subway work is carried on at the same time as the track elevation,
it must necessarily bear a certain relation to it. For instance, a
subway must be begun at one end and finished to such a stage as to
allow the elevation of a sufficient number of tracks to carry the
traffic. since this elevation takes considerable time, the subway
construction must stop at a point which will leave enough tracks un-
obstructed on the old roadbed to carry the traffic. It is also most
economical to carry the subway construction just far enough ahead of
the tracks already elevated to allow these tracks to be used in hand-
ling material with a crane. They are also used to "spot" the con-
crete mixer so as to facilitate the use of the gravity system in
placing concrete footings and abutments. Since one of the principles
of track elevation states that it is more economical to elevate long
narrow districts rather than short, wide ones, it is easily seen
that one subway cannot be finished before another subway is begun,
but the construction on all must be carried on at the same time. To
do this with the least difficulty each subway is divided into sec-

tions, as, a one-track section or a two-track section. Beginning at
one end, the first one, or perhaps the first two sections, of each
subway are finished to the stage which will permit the track eleva-
tion to proceed. ^he working force and equipment then are moved back
to the beginning and complete the next section. '"he relations men-
tioned concerning the track elevation and subway work are raost easily
understood at this point, but others will be enumerated -further on ir
the paper as the reasons for then become nore apparent.
Ordinances c oncerning_Location and Construction of Subways.
The general design of every subway is governed by certain city ordi-
nances, "hese have been inserter1 below and cover the following sub-
jects:
No. 1. General Type of Subways.
No, 2, General Grade Restrictions.
*To. 8. The C< re of Tires and Pipes.
"To. 4. mhe Drainage of Subways.
No. 5# The 0; re of Street Car Tracks.
Ho. 6. The Obstruction of Streets and Damage to Adjacent
Property.
Ho. 7. Specifications for °ide-walks and Pavements.
No. 8. The Provision for Future Subways.
~ T
o. 9. The Approval of Pl'.ns before Construction.
The city usually employs an inspector see that none of the
above ordinances are violated.

A/o. /. 6£M£ftAL TYP£
or subways
Section 3. That the said elevated
tracks shall he carried across all inter-
secting streets and avenues which by the
terms of this ordinance are to be pro-
vided with subways, on suitable bridges
of one, two, three or four spans, whose
superstructure shall consist of iron, steel
or reinforced concrete, or a combination
of the same, with some suitable device
provided which shall prevent storm water,
dirt, oil and other substances from drop-
ping from such elevated structures upon
the subways beneath. The said bridges
shall be of the so-called "ballasted type"
constructed according to the most ap-
proved practice to ensure their being
permanent, noiseless and water-proof,
and shall be supported upon abutments
of concrete or stone masonry, or upon
abutments and rows of iron, steel or re-
inforced concrete columns, braced to-
gether laterally and erected on and an-
chored to masonry foundations construct-
ed within the lines of the rights of way
occupied by said companies, and in the
center and curb lines of the intersecting
avenues and streets, as provided in the
schedule of subways herein contained,
provided, that the foundations of re-
taining walls, abutments and piers may
project a reasonable distance beyond the
lines of the rights of way occupied by
said companies under the surface of the
public highways and sidewalks.
A/o.2. G-£A/£PAL GPAD£
PESTP/CT/OMS.
Section 4b. That the grade of all the
streets and avenues in which any sub-
ways and approaches are to be built, in
accordance with the provisions of this
ordinance, shall be and the same are
hereby changed so as to conform to the
grades of such subways and approaches
as they shall be depressed- pursuant to
the provisions of this ordinance, and
the grade of all platted streets and alleys
that intersect the approaches to subways
as described in Section 4a of this ordi-
nance, shall be depressed so as to con-
form to the grade of the approaches into
said subways and shall in all respects
be considered a portion of said ap-
proaches.
Section 4c. In the several subways
provided for in this ordinance vertical
curves shall be constructed where the
ends of the approaches to said subways
connect at the top with the present grade
of the streets and at the bottom with
the level grades of the subway floors
specified hereinbefore in Section 4a of
this ordinance. At the head of each and
every approach the vertical curve shall
extend not less than twenty (20) feet
each side of the intersection between
the grade of the approach and the level
grade of the present street. At the
foot of each and every approach the ver-
tical curve shall extend not less than
twenty (20) feet each side of the inter-
I section between the grade of the approach
and the level grade of the floor of the
subway.
struction of any of such subways and
approaches it may become necessary to
disturb, remove or destroy any pipes,
^Tld,ed; (h™eVe„r; ™* "LS^S C„°IV! condition ' ordinary war excepted, for
a period of ten (10) years from and
after the completion of such improve-
ment and its acceptance by the city,
conduits, wires or other property be- gaid companies shan witbout cost or
longing to any private corporation or
ch to th(J - fe and maintain
individual, said railroad and railway guch jmproVement i„ SUch order and
companies shall not be required to as- ditiou durinrr Sf)id iod as
sume any of the expense thereof or dam- be 8atisfaclorv to the Commissioner of
ages thereto, and the City of Chicago
will secure to said railroad and rail-
way companies the free and uninterrupt-
ed right to prosecute their said work
and will save such companies harmless
Public Works of the City of Chicago,
ordinary wear excepted, such keeping
and maintaining to include all repairs
or the entire reconstruction of the im-
provement when the necessity therefor
from any and all claims, demands and gha]1 jn th(J judgment of said Commis
suits arising therefrom and all damages
sioner of public WorkS) 1)e occasioned
which may be recovered from such suits by or throu„h the use of faulty r infer-
Paragraph 2. All overhead wires orior material or workmanship; and, con-
cables crossing the proposed elevated ditioned, further, that if said company
tracks of the respective companies men-
tioned in this ordinance with the ex-
ception of wires belonging to the City
of Chicago, shall be disposed of at the
(sole expense of the persons, companies
lor corporations owning them in the
following manner:
or companies shall for a period of ten
(10) days after being notified by said
Commissioner of Public Works to re-
pair said improvement fail, neglect or
refuse to make such repairs, the City
of Chicago may make such repairs or
have "the same made, and said company,
The railroad and railway companies or companies, shall upon demand pay
herein mentioned shall give reasonable
notice in writing to the owner or owners
of any wire or wires crossing the pro-
posed elevated roadbeds as aforesaid, to
remove or change the location of said
wires as hereinafter provided; and in
I Mtd forever maintain the subways be-
case of the inability of said railroad ]loath itg tracks and to pave, repave
and railway companies to ascertain the and inai ,lUin the pavement of the ap-
owner or owners of any one or more of
the cost thereof to the City of Chicago.
Provided, that nothing in this ordi-
nance shalk be held to relieve the said
Kensington and Eastern Pailroad Com-
pany from its obligation to pave, light
said wires, they shall notify the Com-
missioner of Public Works of the City
of Chicago, in writing, of the character
and location of the wires the ownership
of which they are unable to ascertain,
and the Commissioner of Public Works
No
. 3. CARE 0£ WIPES
AA/D P/P£6
Section 0. Paragraph 1. That pro-
vision shall be made for the drainage
shall thereupon in turn cause said notice of the several subways wherever the
to be served on such owner or owners streets are depressed, as provided for in
of said wires, and in ease said Commis- this ordinance, by the construction of
sioner of Public Works shall be unable receiving basins properly located in or
to ascertain the ownership of the wires immediately adjacent to said subways,
designated in said notice served by said which said receiving basins shall be
railroad or railway companies, as afore-
said, he shall dispose of said wires in a
manner not to interfere with the work
of said railroad and railway companies.
Promptly after the receipt of any
notice as aforesaid, from the railroad or
railway companies, or either of them, or
said Commissioner of Public Works, the
owner or owners of said wires shall place
them and the poles carrying the same,
temporarily, in such a position as to in-
sure proper and safe clearance from the
construction and equipment of the rail-
road and railway companies and to so
continue them in such temporary con-
dition until such time as the construc-
tion work of said railroad and railway
connected with and discharge their con-
tents into the adjacent city sewers. Pro-
vided, that when no adjacent city sewers
exist at the time when this ordinance
is passed, the City of Chicago shall take
the necessary steps to have such sewers
constructed by Special Assessment,
wherever they can be constructed in
public streets outside of the railroad
rights of way. The railroad and rail-
way companies whose tracks cross the
subways drained by such sewers shall
pay their proper assessed portion of the
cost of such sewers. In the event that
Special Assessments cannot be levied to
pay for the construction of any of
such sewers as may he necessary to
companies has reached such a stage that dra,n the several subways, then such
the wires can be run underneath the
roadbeds and tracks of said companies
in conduits, the necessary consents being
properly secured, or to pass them through
the subways provided for in this ordi
nance. In the event that it is contem-
plated by the person or persons, corpora-
tion or corporations owning the wires in
complying with the provisions of this
paragraph, to pass said wires through
the subways in conduits, said conduits
shall be entirely completed, including
sewers
-hall be constructed and the en-
tire cost thereof shall be paid by the
railroad and railway companies which
are hereinbefore required to construct
the subways to be drained.
A sewer shall be constructed to drain
the subway in East Eighty-seventh
street beneath the tracks of the Illi-
nois Central Railroad Company and'
the New York, Chicago and St. Louis
Railroad Company. Said sewer shall ex-
tend south from East Eighty-seventh
all necessary manholes, prior to the time street to East Ninetieth street, where it
the said companies begin the work oi sha11 connect with the existing sewer
in East Ninetieth street.

A/o.^. /D/?A/A/A&£ Or
A sewer shall be constructed to drain
the subways in East Ninety-First street
and East Ninety-third street beneath
the tracks of the New York, Chicago and
St. Louis Railroad company. This
sewer shall connect with the existing
sewer in East Ninetieth street.
A sewer shall be constructed to drain
the subways at East Ninety-fifth street
and at Stony Island avenue beneath
the tracks of the Chicago and Western
Indiana Railroad Company and the New
York, Chicago and St. Louis Railroad
Company, the Belt Railway Company of
Chicago and the Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway Company. Said sewer
shall extend to the south and connect
with the present sewer in East Ninety-
ninth street.
All of the above-mentioned sewers
shall be constructed according to plans
to be approved by and under the super-
vision of the Commissioner of Public
Works of the City of Chicago.
In case the lowest point of the surface
of any of such subways where the streets
are depressed, as provided for in this
ordinance, should be below the' grade nec-
essary to make proper connections with
the adjacent sewer, some other adequate
means of drainage shall be devised and
provided by said railroad and railway
company or companies at their expense.
Adequate provision shall be made at,
each of the subways provided for in this
ordinance to prevent storm water, from
flowing over the copings and around
the ends of abutments upon the side-
walks.
Paragraph 2. Any sewers or water
mains lying below the surface of such
streets as are not provided with subways
under the terms of this ordinance but
which sewers or water mains pass under
the tracks of said railroad and railway
companies mentioned in this ordinance,
said sewers or water mains shall be ade-
quately protected by said companies by
constructing over them arches of brick
or concrete sufficiently strong to bear
the loads of the proposed superimposed
embankment.
A/o.f C/t/?£ Or
5T/?E£r CAft TRACKS.
Paragraph 2. Said companies shall
pave the entire length and width of the
roadway in such portions of the sub-
ways and approaches as are required to
be constructed by said companies, ex
cept that such companies shall not be
required to pave any portion of the
subways or approaches to be occupied
by or which are adjacent to street rail-
way tracks, which by reason of existing
laws or ordinances it will be the duty of
any street railway company or other
corporation to pave.
Paragraph 3. Any street railway or
company, or companies, occupying any
of the streets in the City of Chicago
crossed by said proposed elevated road-
bed and tracks of said company, or com-
panies, shall when and as the grade of
such street shall be changed as in this
ordinance provided, at its own expense,
without claim for damages, conform the
grade of its track or tracks to the said
change of grade of said streets, and noth-
ing in this ordinance contained shall
operate or be held to relieve any suchi
street railway company, or companies,'
from any liability now existing, however
created," to realign its or their track or
tracks, to excavate or pave or bear the
j
expense of realigning its or their track]
or tracks, or excavating or paving the
subways and approaches or on the out-
side of the rails of its or their tracks,
and further, this provision shall be con-
strued as including the excavation and
paving of all the area within the inside
rails of said street railway tracks in
said subways and on said approaches
developed by reason of the spread of said
street railway tracks in said subways
to provide proper and safe clearance
from the posts or columns supporting
the bridges carrying the elevated road-
bed and tracks of said railroad and rail-
way companies; said paving within said
inside rails shall be in all respects as
good as or conform to the specifications
hereinbefore drawn in Section 7, Para-
graph 1, of this ordinance.
//o.6. OBsr/fi/cr/OA/ orsr/fm
Paragraph 4. Nothing in this ordi-
nance shall be so construed as to re-
quire the said railroad and railway
companies to assume or pay any damages
to adjacent or abutting property caused
by the passage and enforcement of this
ordinance, or by the excavation, eleva-
tion, depression or change of grade madi
in any of the public avenues, streets oi
alleys, or by the elevation of the road-
bed and tracks of said companies as
herein required to be elevated, or to de]
fend any suit or suits which may hi
brought by or against any party or paiv
ties for the recovery of any such dam-
ages; but for and in consideration oi
the agreement of the railroad and rail-
way companies herein mentioned to do
and perform all the obligations upon,
them imposed by this ordinance, all suchl
damages, if there be any. will be ad-
justed and paid by the City of Chicago
and said City of Chicago will assume
the defense of any and all suits brought
for the recovery of the same, intervening
therein if necessary for the purpose, and
will wholly relieve said railroad and
railway companies from defending the
same and will assume and pay all judg-
ments recovered therein, provided, how-
ever, that said company or companies
shall be liable for such damages as may
arise from the negligent performance
by said company or companies of any
obligations imposed by this ordinance.
The above stipulations in this para-
graph contained are, however, made upon
the condition precedent that in case any
suit be brought against said company or
companies, said company, or companies,
will providing it or they have been served
with proper summons, at least five (5)
days before the return day of the sum-
mons therein, give notice in writing of
such suit and of such service to the
Mayor and the Corporation Counsel of
said City of Chicago for the purpose of
enabling such defense to be made by the'
City.
_
_ 2_ _
Section 8. That permission and au-
thority are hereby given to said rail-,
road and railway companies whenever
the same shall be necessary in the pro-
secution of the work they are herein
authorized or required to perform, to
obstruct temporarily any public street,
avenue or alley to such extent and for
such length of'time as may be approved
by the Commissioner of Public Works;
and they are also* hereby authorized
whenever the same shall be necesary,
to erect and maintain temporary tracks,
structures and false work in any of the
said streets and avenues during the con-
struction of their said elevated railroads,
. l) ieet to the like approval of the Com-
missioner of Public Works.
/Yo. 7. S/D£WAl/<S AA/D
FAi/frtE/vrs.
All excavations that shall be made
within the limits of the subways and be-
neath the sub-grade of the same, prior to
the paving of the subways, shall be back
filled with sand, gravel or cinders and
flooded or tamped in such manner as
to assure the full settlement of such
back filling before the pavement is laid.
Section 7. Paragraph 1. That the
subways and the approaches thereto
shall be constructed by said companies
within the area to be covered by said
subways and the approaches thereto in
each of said streets and avenues afore-
said, so as to conform to the following
structural requirements: The roadways
in subways shall be paved with No. 2
granite block of standard quality and
workmanship, laid at right angles with
the curb lines and set upon a solid foun-
dation of Portland cement concrete not
less than six (C) inches thick or deep
when solidly tamped in place and other-
wise finished and properly crowned ready
for the granite block wearing surface be-
tween which and the concrete there shall
be interposed a layer of screened sand
not less than one-half inch thick. The
curbs and sidewalks in subways shall
be constructed with Portland cement con-
crete of standard quality and workman-
ship and with the roadway paving
shall be made, finished and put in per-
manent place in accordance with the
standard specifications of the City of
Chicago. Wherever streets arc depressed
in subways, the approaches thereto and
the sidewalks on said approaches shall
be paved and constructed in like manner
as provided for paving and constructing
the same in subways.

A/o,<3. Pffor/s/OA/ roH
Fl/rUft£ SUBWAYS.
Secpioin 11. In consideration of tlie
acceptance of this ordinance by the said
Illinois Central Railroad Company, the
New York, Chicago and St. Louis Rail-
road Company, the Pullman Railroad
Company, the Chicago and Western Indi-
ana Railroad Company and the Belt
Railway Company of Chicago, the Chi-
cago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway
Company, the Michigan Central Railroad
Company, and the Kensington and East-
ern Railroad Company, and of the agree-
ment by said companies to do and per-
form all the obligations imposed upon)
them by this ordinance, the City of Chi-
cago on its part undertakes and agrees
that if it shall at any time require a
crossing or crossings at any street or
streets, avenue or avenues, publicway or
publicways, for which no subway is or
subways are provided in the schedule
of subways contained in this ordinance,
or shall open, lay out, or extend any
street or streets, avenue or avenues,
publicway or publicways, across the right
of way of the Illinois Central Railroad
Company between East Seventy-ninth
street on the north and Kensington ave-
nue on the south; or across the right of
way of. the New York, Chicago and St.
Louis Railroad Company between East
Seventy-ninth street on the north and
Stony Island avenue on the southeast;
or across the rights of way of the Chi-
cago and Western Indiana Railroad Com-
pany and the Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway Company from South
State street on the west to Pullman
Junction on the east; or across the rights
of way of the Belt Railway Company of
Chicago and the Chicago, Rock Island
and Pacific Railway Company from Pull-
man Junction on the west to Jeffrey
avenue on the east; or across the right
of way of the Chicago and Western Indi-
ana Railroad Company from Pullman
Junction on the west to Stony Island
avenue on the southeast; or across the
right of way of the Dolton Branch of the
Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad
Company from West One Hundred and
Eleventh street on the north to the right,
of way of the Illinois Central Railroad]
Company on the southeast, such crossing
or crossings shall be made by a subway or
subways only and no claim for compensa-
tion on account of land taken for rights
of way of said street or streets, avenud
or avenues, publicway or publicways,!
shall be made by said railroad or rail-
way companies whose rights of way are
to be crossed, and such waiver of com-
pensation shall attach to and run with
such land in the hands of any grantee or
grantees of said railroad or railway com-
pany, or companies.
The provision of this section, includ-
ing waiver of compensation for landl
taken for a street or streets, shall apply
only to land actually used or occupied
for a railway right of way at the time of
the opening of any such street or streets,
avenue or avenues, publicway or public-
ways. But the sole cost and expense of
the construction of such subway or sub-
ways and of such bridge or bridges as
may be necessary to carry all the tracks
on said Companies' rights of wav shall
be borne and paid for by the City of
Chicago without expense to said railroad
or railway company or companies, men-
tioned in this ordinance; and in no case
shall any such subway or subways, bridge
or bridges, so to be built be inferior in
any respect to the bridges and subways
to be built by the railroad and railway
companies across streets provided for in
this ordinance.
The work of such construction shall be
done by the railroad or railway company,
or companies, interested and the amount
to be paid by the City for such work
and construction shall not exceed the
actual and reasonable cost thereof. Said
bridges, respectively, shall support all
the "tracks of said company, or com-
panies, then existing and in use across
the lines of such proposed street or
streets at the time of the construction oi
such subway across such right of way
and yards of said railroad or railway
company, or companies. But said railroad
or railway company, or companies, shall
not be required to do any work towards
the construction of any such subways
until the cost thereof as may be esti-
mated bv the City Engineer and the Chief
Engineer of said railroad or railway com-
pany or companies, shall have first been
paid to said railroad and railway com-
pany, or companies, or deposited in some
responsible bank for its or their benefit
and to be paid over to it or them at once
upon the completion of said work. The
grade of the roadbed and tracks of said
company, or companies, shall be and re-
main at the grade hereinbefore specified,
A/o. ?. /iff/roni ofpisia/s
BEFOffE COAfST/fi/CT/OA/.
Section 13. That all the work here
inbefore required to be done by said
railroad and railway companies upon 01
in connection with the public avenues
and streets of the city, shall be done and
performed under the superintendence and
subject to the inspection and approval ol
the Commissioner of Public Works oi
the City of Chicago, without charge foi
the same.
At least ten (10) days prior to the
commencement of any part of such work
the plans and specifications therefor shall
be submitted to said Commissioner of
Public Works for his examination, and
if found to be in accordance with th
provisions of this ordinance, insofa
as this ordinance contains specific pro
visions, if they shall be satisfactory to
the Commissioner of Public Works, in
regard to matters and details which by
this ordinance are left to his discretion
and judgment, such plans shall be ap-
proved by him, and after such approval'
all of the work outlined and included
therein shall be constructed in strict
conformity therewith. Said plans, to be
known as "Filing Plans" shall embody:
First: A general plan or exhibit, on a
scale of one inch equals one hundred feet,
of all right of way, tracks and appur-i
tenanees as they exist at the time work)
under this ordinance is begun within the
limits prescribed by this ordinance;
Second: A general plan or exhibit, on
a scale of one inch equals one hundred
feet, of all right f way as said right of
way exists at the time of the filing of
said plan. Said plan shall likewise show
all tracks, retaining walls, abutments,
fences and appurtenances as it is pro-
posed to establish them in carrying out
the plan of track elevation herein pro-
vided
;
Third: A detail drawing or exhibit, of
each subway provided for in this ordi-
nance whose outside dimensions shall be
twenty (20) inches in width by thirty-
six (.30) inches in length. Said detail
drawings shall each embodv the following
features: 1
a. A plan on a scale of one inch equals
twenty feet, of the subway, showing the
number of tracks to be constructed
across the street, the abutments, the
end of the retaining walls, the location
of the portals of the bridge superstruc-
ture and the columns to support same,
the limits of the level floor of the sub-
way, measured from the bridge super-
structure and from the nearest lot line
to each end of the level floor of subway,
(the reference to the nearest lot line in
each case to be to the nearest foot) the
length of each approach to the subway, the
widths of roadway and sidewalks both in
subway and on the approaches, drainage
provisions, all underground revisions and
improvements, street car lines where they
exist, et cetera:
b. A cross section of the subway,
showing the dimensions of the subway
specified in Section 4a, the elevation of
the floor of the subway at the crown of
same, the amount of crown of the road-
way at catch basins, the elevation of
curbs, the rate of slope of the side-
walks, all underground revisions and im-
provements, et cetera;
c. A longitudinal section of the subway
and the approaches thereto, showing the
elevation and grade of the crown of the
subway Moor, and of the curb, the clear
head-room in the subway, the location of
the portals of the bridge superstructure,
the vertical curves connecting the level
floor of the subways, and the original
grade of the street with the incline of
the approaches, the length of the ap-
proaches, all underground revisions and
improvements;
d. Each subway drawing to bear in
the title the date of passage of this ordi-
nance.
e. Blank spaces for signatures of the
following city officers in the order listed:
Engineer of Track Elevation.
Commissioner of Track Elevation.
Engineer of Streets.
Superintendent of Streets.
Engineer of Board of Local Improve-
ments.
Superintendent of Sewers.
Engineer Water Pipe Extension.
Superintendent Water Pipe Extension.
City Engineer.
Commissioner of Public Works.

7
ORGANIZATION
Engineering, superintendence end Clerical Force.
The construction of the subways was carried on under the di-
rection of the engineering department of the railroad, the chief
engineer having supreme authority, reporting directly to him was a
principal assistant engineer with charge ovrr the track elevation in
general. This principal assistant had several assistant engineers,
each one having charge over a certain division. Every assistant
engineer had reporting to him a construction superintendent and a
chief of party who directed the field work. The excavation foremen,
track foremen, bridge foremen and concrete foremen all reported to
the construction superintendent. All of these respective foremen
had bosses under them for the different gangs of laborers, as pile
driver bosses, bridge bosses, etc.
The time-keepers and material clerks all reported directly to
a chief time-keeper who in turn reported to the assistant engineer of
the division. The inspectors reported directly to the construction
superintendent. The organization is shown more clearly by the dia-
gram. This organization consists of three divisions, the clerical
division consisting of the chief time-keeper and his subordinates;
the superintending division or all the subordinates of the construc-
tion superintendent except the inspectors; and the engineering divi-
i sion which takes in the remaining positions such as chief of Toarty,
! assistant engineer, etc.
Salaries. The salaries in the clerical department varied
from $50,00 to $125.00 per month, those in the superintending depart-
ment from $75.00 to $125.00 per month, and those in the engineering
department from $40.00 to $700.00 per month. Daily reports of work
done, amount of labor and the material used were made to the chief
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3time-keeper who in turn prepared a set of combined reports for each
of his superior officers.
Headquarters. ^he headquarters of the chief engineer, the
principal assistant and the chief draftsman were in the general of-
fices of the railroad company. For all other officers the headquar-
ters were located in a field office near the center of a division.
Discharging of Men. Every officer had the right to discharge
anybody working under his supervision except the man or men immedi-
ately under him, but he had a right to appeal to his next superior
officer for the discharge of these excepted men, and, if this superi-
or officer saw fit, the man would be discharged. ^his system practi-
cally eliminated the discharging of men on account of personal feel-
ings caused by direct contact.

ICOUSTHUCTIOTT
Surveys.
Organization^ of Party, The surveys for the subways in one
division were usually made with one party. This party consisted of a
chief of party, instrument man, two rodmen, head chairman, rear chain-
man and an axeman. This party did the level work as well as the
transit work.
Transit and Level Work. The transit and level work for the
subways was in general very similar. A base line was first run from
one end of the section to the other. Each station was marked with a
hub, and every five stations by a steel rail set in the ground. This
base line was made as accurate as possible. The center lines and
property lines of each street where a subway was proposed were then
referenced in by hubs on both sides of the subway. ^he four inter-
sections of the right of way and street lines were then set. With
these reference points the piling, both temporary and permanent, was
staked out.
As soon as the base line had been staked out, levels were
run and bench marks set at convenient points near each subway. These
bench marks were then used in determining pile elevations. After the
piling was in place, the neat lines of the footings were established,
also reference points to measure the depths of excavation. If the
street grade was to be lowered or raised, grade stakes were also set
on the subgrade of the street. All gas and water pipes were refer-
enced in, both as to elevation and alignment. ^he track centers for
the temporary bridges were then established. When the footings were
finished, the neat lines of the concrete work were established, also
bench marks for elevations of this work. Hien the permanent bridges
were ready to be installed the} were aligned by the transit party.
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The lines and elevations for side-walks and pavements were then es-
tablished, which practically finished the instrument work on a subway.
Accuracy Required, "he accuracy of the instrument work varied
for the different jobs. The street and right of way lines were es-
tablished as accurately as possible with ordinary precaution. The
piles were located and their elevations determined to the nearest
tenth of a foot. The cut-offs on the temporary piles and the grades
for excavations and streets were given to the nearest hundredth of a
foot. References for gas and water pipes were only measnred to the
nearest tenth of a foot. "rack centers for temporary bridges were
given fairly close and for the permanent bridges as close as possible
xleat lines and elevations of concrete work were established to the
nearest hundredth of a foot. Side-walk, pavement and sewer lines
were run in as accurately as possible for this class of work.
Cost. "he transit and level work for one ordinary double-
track subway could usually be completed in an average total time of
45 to 50 hours, or practically 6 days. The cost of keeping the party
in the field was about $16.00 per day, making the cost of instrument
work for a common subway about $96.00.

— —
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Pile Driving
Character of Soil. The soil in the Calumet district is near-
ly all filled- in swamp land. There was usually a layer of packed
earth from one to two feet thick at the surface, "^elow that was a
layer about six feet thick of swamp muck. Under this was a layer of
fine sand about twelve feet thick very often running into quicksand.
Under this sand was the usual layer of blue clay which lies under the
city of Chicago.
Kind of Piles. Two classes of piles were driven, permanent
foundation piles and temporary piles for use during construction.
The permanent foundation piles were either concrete or white oak.
Concrete piles 7/ere used for the foundation by most of the
railways. These concrete piles were decided upon on account of their
permanent nature and increased bearing power due to greater skin
friction.
These concrete piles were cylindrical and about fourteen
inches in diameter. They were cast in fourteen, sixteen and twenty
foot lengths. The longer piles were used under the abutments where
the greatest pressure occurred. Their length was limited by the dis-
tance to the layer of blue clay, as they could seldom be driven into
this layer more than a foot. They were usually chosen long enough,
however, to reach this clay, as it gave a good bearing for the point.
Several test piles were driven at the different subways to determine
the proper lengths to use. These piles (see Fig*) were made with
heads and points of neat cement.
Scfv6 See/ (?o<?-/-.
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Five reinforcing rods 5/8" in diameter were spaced within two inches
of the surface at equal distances apart. The whole body of the pile
was covered with a 3/8" mesh wire on which was plastered a scrubbed
coat of cement mortar, giving a rough surface for skin friction. In
designing, this skin friction was figured as 1000 lbs. per square
foot.
These concrete piles seemed to be more uncertain than wood
piles. The failures during driving ran as high as ten per cent,
^hese were usually due to the crumbling and cracking of the pile in
some bad spot caused by the blows of the hammer. When once partly
driven they were very hard to extricate. If the break was near the
head, the pile could be trimmed off at the break with an old axe and
another trial made at driving but, if this could not be done, the
best thing was to drive another pile just along side. nhe broken
pile could then be cut off after excavating. Out of a total of about
six hundred concrete piles driven under the writer's supervision,
90.5 % went down perfectly, 6^ were trimmed, after being broken, and
were then driven, and 33$ were complete failures and necessitated the
driving of another pile.
mhe contract price on these piles was about 83 cents per
foot, delivered at the site of construction. Thus a 14 foot pile
cost $11.60, a 16 foot pile $13.30, and a 20 foot pile $16.60. Each
track of a subway required 30 of these foundation piles, therefore
the average cost of foundation piling for an ordinary double track
subway was about $400.00.
White Oak foundation piles were used for comparatively few
subways in the Calumet district. These piles were the only wooden
piles which were safe to drive for permanent bearing on account of
the danger of decay due to the water in the ground. "heir lengths
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were not limited to tne same degree as the concrete piles and lengths
from 14 feet to 26 feet were used. The bark was peeled from these
piles before driving. These piles were sound and could be driven
faster than the concrete piles. There were practically no failures
during driving and they could bo cut to the right elevation after the
ground was excavated.
Their cost was high for wood piles as they could not be
bought for less than 4b to £0 cents per foot. This was somewhat less
than the price paid for concrete piles but this was offset by the
fact that they were not so permanent.
The temporary wood piling consisted of all varieties of
cheap woods suitable for piles, such as hemlock, tamarae, birch, etc.
They could usually be bought for about 25 cents per foot. The un-
sound and crooked piles ran about 3 to 5 per cent of the total.
Their bearing power and spacing: was figured for a minimum penetration
of six feet.
Me thod of driving Piles. Each of these different kinds of
piles was driven by a special method. The concrete piles were first
picked up with the hoist rope and swung into position for driving.
A jet pipe was then started into the ground where the pile was to be
driven. The water for this jet was supplied from city hydrants and
pressure was put on the water by a 4 inch by 8 inch duplex steam pump
running about 60 strokes per minute. ~o further increase the veloci-
ty of the water the pipe was contracted into a nozzle at the end.
niis jet was then used to make a hole about half the length of the
pile in depth. The pile was then dropped into this hole end the jet
pushed in along the side of the pile. The hammer of the driver was
then let down on the head of the pile. This hammer was provided with
a steel tube in which was packed a cushion of rope and soft wood to
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ease the jar. The hammer was then started and the jet used at the
same time until the head of the pile was level with the surface of
the ground. The hammer was then lifted and a follower pile was put
on the head of the concrete pile. The concrete pile was then driven
to its proper elevation and the follower pile pulled out with the
hoist rope.
The driving of white oak piles was essentially the same ex-
cept that no cushion was needed on the hammer. mhe temporary piles
were driven without a jet and without a cushion and as their heads
were all to "be above ground no follower was needed. The pile driver
used by one of the railroads is shown by the sketch on page I 6 . The
pile drivers used by all the oti.er roads were built cn the same gen-
eral principles. For transportation, the upright leads were lowered
back over the pile driver so as to clear all obstructions. This
special pile driver was limited to a pile 40 feet in length and to a
distance of ten feet in swing from the center of the track that it
worked on.
nne labor used on a pile driver was mostly American. It re-
quired a foreman, an assistant foreman, an engineer, a fireman ann
about ten laborers to operate a pile driver economically. The fore-
man and engineer received about $100.00 per month each, the assistant
foreman about $3.00 per day, and the laborers and fireman about ;";2.7E
per day. This made the cost of labor on one pile driver outfit about
$37.00 per day. "he pile drivers were valued at anywhere from
$2000.00 to $4000.00 each. The coal consumption of an ordinary pile
driver was about 4 tons per day. Trom this data it can be calculated
that it cost about .;40.00 to $55.00 per day to operate a pile driver.
Average Cost of Piling per foot in fini shed structure. The
cost o+ ; piling per foot in the finished structure is given in the
table on page IT . From this table it is seen that the average rate
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of driving per hour varies little with the length of the pile. This
is due to the fact that all lengths require the sane amount of hand-
ling, the only difference "being longer time of driving ^or a longer
pile. This table also shows that for all kinds of piles, the longer
they are, the less is their cost per foot in the finished structure.

Excavation
Grades* In track elevation work a balance must be found be-
tween elevating the track and depressing the street grade in the sub-
ways. The distance between the track grade and street grade is usu-
ally fixed by law or ordinance and is therefore constant. It would
therefore not pay to depress the street too much as this would make
the excavation costly; neither would it pay to elevate the tracks
very high as this would greatly increase the cost of filling in. It
can thus be seen that where the subways are far apart it would pay
to depress the street grades as much as possible and where they are
spacer closely it would pay to raise the tracks higher. The profiles
of the street grades are also somewhat restricted on account of pro-
vision for sewers and drainage being neceesary.
This adjustment of grades was determined by the City Tack
Elevation Commissioner and was usually stated in the elevation ordi-
nance in a separate paragraph for each subway. An example is given
on page 20 which is similar to the specifications used for all sub-
ways.
Clam-shell Excavation. The clam-shell bucket was used for
excavation when the material was such that the bucket could take a
full load. If the material was lumpy, strong teeth were bolted on
the edges of the bucket. The general method for clam-shell excava-
tion was as follows: The crane v.orked on one track and dumped into
empty ears placed on the adjacent track. Drag scrapers were used, to
loosen the dirt and dump it within reach of the bucket. The average
number of "pick-ups" per minute was approximately five, but delays
were numerous, thus bringing- the average per minute for a total day
down to about three. The average load was about one-fourth to one-
fifth of a cubic yard, thus making about £60 cubic yards of excava-
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Subway in East Ninety-first Street, Un-
der the Tracks of the New York, Chi-
cago and St. Louis Railroad Company.
(Street, 83.0 Feet Wide to the East).
The depression of the street shall be
sufficient to make the elevation of the
floor of the subway 2.0 feet above city
datum. This level shall extend thirty
(30) feet east and west of the inter-
sections between the easterly and west-
erly right of way lines of the New York,
Chicago and St. Louis Railroad Company
and the center line of East Ninety-first
street, respectively. From thi3 level the
approaches shall extend on a grade of
3.5 feet in 100 feet to a connection with
the present surface of the street.
The elevation of curbs in the subway
shall be 2.5 feet above city datum.
The curbs on the approaches shall rise
from an elevation of 2.5 feet above city
datum at the foot of approach on a grade
parallel with the surface of the roadway
to a connection with the established curb
grade.
Width between walls of subway, 66.0
feet.
Width of roadway in subway, 46.0
feet.
Width of sidewalks in subway, each
10.0 feet.
Width of roadway and sidewalks in
East Ninety-first street outside of the
,
subway shall be the same as they now
exist. Two lines of posts may be placed
in sidewalk spaces immediately inside
the curb lines and one line of posts in
the center of the roadway to support gir-
ders.
Clear head-room, 13.5 feet.
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tion per day. The cost per cubic yard for handling Toy this method
was about 25 cents. Hand work v:as required to trim the cut. "his
method had the advantage of being cheaper and more rapid than hand
excavation in the softer and dryer soils.
Hand Excavation. In tho harder and wetter soils, wheel-
barrow excavation had to be resorted to. Every man was required to
load and empty his own wheel-barrow until the cut became too deep.
One half of the men would then shovel the dirt on a staging while the
other half were filling and emptying the v;heel-barrows . A gang of
30 men was usually the largest that oonld be used on one subway.
One man was continually employed in adjusting and cleaning the run-
ways. /.II excavated material was disposed oi between subways to help
make embankme n t s
.
This gang seldom excavated more than 150 cubic yards per
day. The figured cost for excavating various kinds of materials was
as follows: comparatively loose dirt, 40 to 45 cents per cubic yard;
sticky clay, 60 to 65 cents per cubic yard; shale and muck, 75 to 80
cents per cubic yard.

Temporary Bridges
After the piling was in place temporary "bridges were con-
structed to care for the railroad traffic. There were two methods
of doing this. The first method consisted of using temporary piling
long enough to build an ordinary pile trestle to the final grade.
In the other method temporary piles were used which were cut off a
little above the surface of the ground. Frame bents were then con-
structed and placed on these piles. These bents were so spaced as
to interfere with the permanent work as little as possible. The
longest spans were usually about 13 feet. Caps, IP" x 12" , fastened
with drift bolts, and stringers, 8" x 18", were used.
These trestles were built by a bridge gang, track gang and
crane gang. The crane was used to set the caps and stringers and
lift the ties, ^he bridge gang cut the piles and put the bracing on
the bents. The track gang spaced the ties and laid the rails.
The cost of bridge work for an ordinary two-track subway was
about $28.00, the crane work about $14.00 and the track work about
$8.00, making a total of $50.00.
The pedestrian traffic was cared for by plank side-walks
either over or under the trestle. Equestrian and street-ear traffic
had to be suspended until the subway was excavated to grade and was
then sent through under the trestle.
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Care of Telephone and Light Wires, Water and £as Hains.
The care of such things as telephone and light wires, water
and gas mains, and sewers and telegraph conduits can best "be under-
stood by referring to clipping number three, page
,
from the ordi-
nances concorning the construction of subways. mhis was a very im-
portant matter as any breach of these instructions rendered the rail-
roads liable to costly law-suits and heavy damages. Thus if some
such obstruction was encountered during construction the work was
stopped so the obstruction would net be disturbed, and the proper
were
officials^ immediately notified who then saw that such obstructions
were removed.

Concrete Abutments and Column Footings.
Design. The abutments for the subways were generally of the
gravity type. In the old days of subway building, stone was need to
a great extent for abutments, but since the introduction of rein-
forced concrete the abutments are nearly always constructed of this
material. ""he type of the abutments and the placing of reinforce-
ment may be seen by referring to the drawings on pages £5 and 26.
'"he column piers and footings are also shown on pages 25and2B
Construction. nhe abutments and column piers and footings
were usually placed after the subway had been excavated and the tem-
porary bridges had been constructed. f7he footings were usually of
a mixture varying from 1:4:8 to 1:5:6, and the walls from 1:3:6 to
1:2:4. Dry concrete was used when there was much water to contend
with.
9
The concrete was mixed by track mixers working on the tem-
porary bridges. nhese mixers were of both the batch type and con-
tinuous type. In mixing, the cars of material were set behind the
mixer, and runways were built along the sides of the cars to the top
of the mixer. mhe cars carrying stone were set directly behind the
raixer as this was the heaviest material and more of it was required
per unit output than either sand or cement. r"he cars CHrTying sand
were placed next and the cement cars last.
In pouring footings no forms were used if the side banks were
solid and not likely to cave in, otherwise common sheathing was used
for forms to prevent such caving in. The forms for abutment walls
and column piers were of the ordinary type , braced outside and inside
with wood struts. The two sides of the forms were also tied together
with wire. As the concrete was poured the inside wooden struts were
removed for further use. Planks about 2 inches thick were used for
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the facing, and posts, 4'' x 4" , spaced 2 feet^were used for studs.
^he continuous mixers were user! for making footings, "but the
batch mixers were used for the neat work on account of more thorough
mixing of the concrete in these batch mixers. ^he concrete, after
mixing, was carried in wheelbarrows to a movable chute and dumped
directly into the forms. In some cases the carrying was done away
with by using a gravity tower with an elevating bucket and a mova-
ble chute. A sketch of this method of placing concrete is shown on
page 23 .
The number of men required to run a continuous mixer to its
full capacity and to place the concrete with wheelbarrows was as
follows:
1 general foreman,
1 engineer,
1 foreman and 6 laborers building forms,
2 men wheeling cement to the hopper,
4 men wheeling sand to the hopper,
8 men wheeling stone to the hopper,
1 man emptying cement into the hopper,
1 man opening and closing the hopper and adding water,
1 man opening and closing the discharge chute,
8 men wheeling concrete,
6 men spreading concrete in the forms,
4 men placing reinforcement.
With the above gang of men a continuous mixer running ten hours
turned out about 125 to 150 cubic yards of concrete.
Cost. The cost of the concrete work depended upon so many
variables that the cost per cubic yard on one day might be nearly
twice as much as the cost on sone other day. In one case the aver-
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age cost for a period of two months was about $3.60 per cubic yard.
on page Z5
From the drawings it can be calculated that an ordinary double- track
subway has about 1 10 to 600 cubic yards of concrete, ranking the cost
of abutments, and column piers and footings about $1800.00 to i>'£200.00
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Steel-work
The steel-work was usually made up and erected by outside
contractors. It consisted of floor beams, girders and supporting
columns.
Girders. The girders were of the ordinary through type,
resting on the abutments and three intermediate supports. The
through type was almost a necessity as head-room in the subways was
a very important item. The only objection to this type was the nec-
essary decrease in the number of tracks crossing on the present right
horizonta I
of way due to increasedV^elearance required for the girders and foot
paths for trainmen.
Floor Beams . The floor beams were designed as shallow as
possible to allow head room as stated above. Different designs of
floor systems were used, no one design having any apparent advantage
over the others.
Columns . The columns were built-up R-sections supporting
the girders at three points, usually one at each curb and one in the
center of the span.

Concrete Floors
The test kind of a floor for subways is one which will be
economical, water-tight and noiseless. The two kinds which best
fulfill these requirements are shown below, and both were used on
this subway work.
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The floor shown in Fig, 1 was made, by laying the built-up
sections directly on the floor beams, thereby doing away with
stringers. Concrete was then filled in to the desired thickness. A
layer of asphalt mastic was then put on, and another thin layer of
concrete over that. Troughs were made along the tracks for drainage
The floor shown in Fig. 2 is of reinforced concrete. The
construction is best understood by studying the figure. '"hese
floors have the advantage over the old style steel floors in that
the road ballast does not have to be removed and there is no steel
to be painted.
*
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Sidewalks and Pavements
The sidewalks and pavements were constructed according- to
specifications given by the city of Chicago in the track elevation
ordinances, (see page 5 ). The sidewalks were made of concrete and
the pavements of macadam or brick. This work was usually done by
regular sidewalk and pavement contractors recommended bv the citv.
This construction was supervised by a city inspector and a represent-
ative of the railroad.
Bra in ocj e
Drainage for the subways was provided as shown by the sketch.
The catch-basins behind the abutments were covered with large size
stones to prevent clogging, and were connected by a pipe to the curb
catch-basins. The expense of this work was borne by the railroad.
The clippings on page 5 give the general specifications for the
drainage system.
SYST£M
Abutment V
ripe Z/nes.
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Estimate of Cost of Subway
In the following table an attempt has been made to roughly
estimate the cost of an ordinary two-track subway. The dimensions
are first given.
Depth of excavation - E feet
Distance between faces of abutments 60 feet
Head room - - 12 feet
length of piles - 14 feet
Total Cost of one Double Track Subway
Superintendence and - - )
) f 6E0.00
Clerical work - )
Surveying - - - - - 96.00
Pile Driving- Temporary work - 295.00
Permanent work - 390.00
Temporary bridges - - - - 185.00
Excavation - - 835.00
Concrete Abutments and - - )
) 2200.00
Concrete Footings - - - )
Steel-work -
- 4200.00
Concrete Floor - - - - 175.00
Sidewalks and Pavements- - - 1700.00
Drainage system - - - 350.00
Total $11076.00
Practically $11000.00

C01TCLUSI0N
The preceding discussion and data emphasize the fact that
the construction of subways is no mean task and calls for a great ex-
penditure of money. However, the construction of subways under rail-
road crossings is, without a doubt, one of the greatest benefits to
the intricate traffic system of a large and thickly populated city
like Chicago. Less lives are lost, less property destroyed, less
crossing attendance necessary and speedier traffic results, both ior
the railroads and the public. The subways are built according to
scientific principles ana the combination of steel and concrete in-
sures for them a long and serviceable life.



